Pattern languages seem to suit case-based reasoning particularly well. Therefore, the problem of inductively learning pattern languages is paraphrased in a case-based manner. A careful investigation requires a formal semantics for case bases together with similarity measures in terms of formal languages. Two basic semantics are introduced and investigated. It turns out that representability problems are major obstacles for case-based learnability. Restricting the attention to the so-called proper patterns avoids these representability problems. A couple of learnability results for proper pattern languages are derived both for case-based learning from only positive data and for case-based learning from positive and negative data. Under the so-called competing semantics, we show that the learnability result for positive and negative data can be lifted to the general case of arbitrary patterns. Learning under the standard semantics from positive data is closely related to monotonic language learning. -3975/95/%09.50 0 1995-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSDI 0304-3975(94)00160-X Claim 2 . For every XEN, CTRX,= 3 implies .Yc(CB: ,8, a)= S?(v(dI(u,) ))u CB:.
Motivation
Case-based reasoning is currently a booming area in artificial intelligence. Research papers are mushrooming, thus, providing a huge amount of cases for case-based reasoning. As outsiders, we became interested in the area, as cases seem to play a role particularly similar to the role of examples in our work in inductive inference. We found it extremely difficult to make this first rough observation more precise. One crucial reason is the lack of formalization in a large number of case-based reasoning approaches. Thus, we decided to approach our problem by paraphrasing inductive inference in terms of case-based learning in an area which seems particularly tailored to fit the gist of case-based reasoning. This is the area of pattern languages, more precisely, the domain of learning pattern languages from positive or both positive and negative cases. In this well-formalized research area, we did some investigations. Interestingly, the results may be interpreted in case-based reasoning and throw some light on essential problems of case-based reasoning. Initially, we can only briefly illustrate the type of results we obtained. For example, some authors claim any similarity measure 0 should be idempotent, i.e. satisfying the equality 0(x, x) = 1 for all arguments x. However, it turns out that this property may have some serious impacts on representability and, thus, learnability. It should be dropped if possible. Results of this type will be developed among others in the sequel.
Although the work presented has been mainly driven by the learnability investigations reported in Section 4, we consider the results of Section 3 as basic. These results exhibit dependencies of a couple of parameters of case-based reasoning in a mathematically precise way.
Introduction
This paper deals with problems of case-based learning in a particular area where we can exploit a remarkable amount of inductive learning results. This is the area of pattern languages as introduced in [3] . This area has attracted enormous attention in learning theory (cf. [3, 7, 10, 22, 23, 28, 32] , and others). A key reason for the intensive research work dedicated to the learning of pattern languages is the naturalness of the general learning problem. Furthermore, the individual instances of patterns are particularly close to their general underlying pattern structures. From this insight, there emerges a particular motivation of the investigations presented here.
Here, we briefly illustrate what will be considered in more detail below. Given any text structure like most people will infer underlying patterns like the one above. In this particular domain, there is an easy concept of cases, and humans as well as machines are usually able to learn from a small number of those cases (cf. [ZS] for experiments and measurements). This consideration motivated the following intention. First, if pattern inference is an area where we have a natural and easy-to-understand concept of cases, we should be able to develop and illustrate basic ideas of case-based learning. Second, if there are general difficulties of case-based learning in such a nice area, this could be understood as testbed for problems we are faced with in a large number of areas where formal considerations may be of considerably greater complexity. In a sense, the results about case-based learning of pattern languages developed in the sequel may be interpreted as lower bounds for the difficulties of case-based learning in a huge variety of further areas.
Case-based learning
Case-based reasoning is currently a booming subarea of artificial intelligence. One important reason is that human experts tend to use knowledge in the form of particular cases or episodes rather more frequently than generalized knowledge as described by rules, for example. Therefore, there is some hope that case-based reasoning may help to widen the bottleneck of knowledge acquisition. For an introduction in case-based reasoning, the reader is directed to the recent survey [21] . Case-based reasoning is applied in poorly understood domains where generic knowledge like rules, for instance, is rarely available. In case the basic concepts of the domain are quite structured and lots of examples are available, case-based reasoning is deemed a practically useful approach to knowledge acquisition and knowledge processing. The major process of case-based reasoning is said to be "remembering" and "adapting". The general idea may be summed up as follows: On the input of a new case, the system probes the memory to retrieve an earlier case. The solution of the earlier case is adapted to the current case as best as it can be. Memory may be updated to include the new case. It seems desirable to store new cases only exceptionally to keep the case base small and manageable. This leads to learning considerations immediately. Within case-based reasoning, case-based learning as investigated in [1, 2] , for instance, is a rather natural way of designing learning procedures. Recent formalizations (cf. [ 111) have exhibited the remarkable power of case-based learning algorithms. In the particular setting of learning total recursive functions, which covers the problem of learning effective classifiers in formalized areas, everything learnable inductively turns out to be learnable in a case-based manner. This may be understood as a normal form result for inductive inference algorithms.
There arose the question of interpretation of this general result in particular settings where there may or may not be a natural concept of cases. In some areas, cases seem to be conceptually removed from the target objects to be learnt. For example, in the area of learning number-theoretic functions from input/output examples, those input/output examples may be considered as cases specifying the intended target behaviour. Whatever the particular choice of the underlying programming language, there usually is a syntactical difference between programs and examples of their corresponding behaviours. Usually, there is no position in a program where some input/output examples occur syntactically. There is a minor class of exceptions including textual dialogue components.
In contrast, domains like containment decision lists (cf. e.g. [31] ) or text patterns look quite promising. First, let us briefly consider containment decision lists. If those lists are understood to accept formal languages, and if cases are formalized as labelled words, those decision lists are obviously constructed directly from the best cases describing the language accepted. This yields an immediate syntactic correspondence between the information to be processed and the hypotheses to be generated within an inductive learning process. Because of this extraordinary correspondence, one might expect further insights into the nature of case-based learning when investigating both the power and the limitations of case-based learning applied to containment decision lists. Motivated by problems of incremental learning, [12] contains the first investigation of containment decision lists, in this regard. Similarly, pattern languages seem to be tailored to case-based learning. This will be investigated in more detail throughout this paper, i.e. inductive inference of pattern languages is taken as our testbed for formalizing case-based learning.
Text patterns
In this section, we formally define the concept of a text pattern as introduced in [3] . Assume any finite alphabet A with at least two different symbols. By A+ we denote the set of all finite nonempty strings of symbols from A. X = {x1, x2, . . .) is a countable set of symbols disjoint from A. Elements of X are called variables. A pattern p is any string from (AuX)+. By 9 we denote the set of all patterns, i.e. B=(AuX)+.
For a pattern p, we denote by T(p) the corresponding pattern language. 5?(p) contains all strings which can be obtained by substituting nonempty strings for the variables of p, where the same variables have to be substituted by the same strings. For example, the pattern language _.Y(axlbx2xl) contains the strings aaabbaaa and ababbba among others, whereas abbba as well as bbaaaa do not belong to this pattern language. By Z(Y) we denote the family of all pattern languages, i.e. g(p)= W(P) IP@).
This quite simple concept reflects very well the intuitive notion of text patterns as explained in the introduction.
During the last decade, learnability of pattern languages has been intensively investigated within different learning models (cf. [3, 19, 23, 27, 32] and others). Pattern languages also form the basis of a couple of applications in different fields, e.g. in the intelligent text processing system EBE (cf. [28] ) and in a classification system for transmembrane proteins (cf. [S] ).
Inductive pattern inference
Inductive inference is the process of hypothesizing a general rule from eventually cincomplete data. It has its origins in the philosophy of science. During the last three decades, it has received much attention in computer science (cf. [4] ). The leading conference series in the area are Computational Learning Theory (COLT), since 1988 in the USA and Algorithmic Learning Theory (ALT), since 1990 in Japan. (The most recent proceedings are [ 14,291, respectively.) The general situation investigated in language learning can be described as follows: There is some target language to be learnt (identified, . . . ) inductively. Given more and more possibly incomplete information concerning the language to be learnt, an inference device has to produce in every step a hypothesis about the phenomenon to be inferred. The set of all admissible hypotheses is called the space of hypotheses. The given information may contain only positive examples, i.e. exactly all the strings contained in the language to be identified, or both positive and negative examples, i.e. all the strings over the underlying alphabet which are classified with respect to their containment in the unknown language. The sequence of hypotheses has to converge to a hypothesis correctly describing the object to be learnt. Note that the inference process as a whole is a limiting one. The scenario outlined here is due to [6] .
By 1V={O,1,2,3 ,... } we denote the set of all natural numbers. By A we denote any fixed finite alphabet of symbols, as above. Any non-empty subset L c A* is called a language. By L we denote the complement of L, i.e. E= A*\L. Let L be a language and t=(sg,do),(sg,l),(sl,l),(sZ,I),... an infinite sequence of elements from A* x {l} such that range(t) = {sk 1 kE N> = L. Then t is said to be a text for L, or synonymously, a positive presentation. By Text(L) we denote the set of all positive presentations of L. Furthermore, let i = (sl, d,) , (sz, d,) , . . . be a sequence of elements of A* x { l,O} such that range(i)={qI kEN}=A*, i+={skl(sk,dk)=(sk,l), kcN)=L and i-={skl(sk,dk)= (sk, 0), kE N} = ,?. (Usually, the empty word E is excluded from consideration.) Then we refer to i as an informant. If L is classified via an informant, then we also say that L is presented by positive and negative data. By ZnfL) we denote the set of all informants of L. Moreover, let t and i be a text and an informant, respectively, and let x be any natural number. Then t, and i, denote the initial segment of length x+ 1 of t and i, respectively. The notation A cfinB indicates that A is a finite subset of B.
We define an inductive inference machine (IIM) to be an algorithmic device which works as follows: The IIM takes as its input larger and larger initial segments of any text t (any informant i) and outputs hypotheses, accordingly. We write M(t,)=j, W(k) =L, respectively) to indicate that the IIM M has produced the hypothesis j, when fed with t, (or i,). Furthermore, a hypothesis j will be interpreted as a grammar Gj in some underlying space of hypotheses s=(Gj)jcN satisfying _.Y c {L(Gj) 1 jEtV>. This is frequently called class-comprising learning. A sequence (j&N of numbers is said to be convergent in the limit if and only if there is a number j such that j,=j for all numbers x past some point. This is abbreviated by lim,, m j, = j.
The learnability concept introduced by the following definition is an immediate adaptation of the classical identification types in recursion-theoretic inductive inference (cf. [4, 20] ). It reflects the approaches underlying [3, 23, 32] , for example. Definition 1. Let 9 be a class of pattern languages, i.e. ?? c 8, and let B =(G~)+N be a space of hypotheses. 9 is identifiable in the limit from text (resp. from informant) if there is an IIM M such that for all p~2 and for all tEText(Y(p)) (resp. for all ieZnf(_.S?( p))) there exists some index Jo N:
(1) VXEN: M(t,) (resp. M(i,)) is defined;
(2) limx+m M(t,) =j (resp. lim,, m M(i,) =j);
(3) y(P)=L(Gj).
According to identification types in inductive inference (cf. [4, 20] It is well known that the class of all pattern languages 9 is identifiable in the limit from positive examples (cf. [3] ). This directly implies that 9 can be identified in the limit from positive and negative examples as well.
Both the above results help to relate our approach to scientific work already done in formal language learning.
If one considers learning in the limit, it is undecidable, in general, whether or not an IIM has already successfully finished its learning task. If this decidability is additionally required, then we obtain$nite learning. The underlying intuition can be expressed equivalently, but more concise, as follows.
Definition 2. Let 9 be a class of pattern languages, i.e. 9 s 8, and let %=(Gj)jEN be a space of hypotheses. 9 is finitely identifiable from text (resp. from informant) @there is an IIM M such that for all p~9 and for all tE Text (S?(p) ) (resp. for all iEZnf(P'( p))), it outputs only a single and correct hypothesis j, i.e. Y(p) = L(Gj), and stops.
The corresponding learning types are denoted by FIN. TXT resp. FIN. INF. Lange and Zeugmann [25] proved the following result.
Theorem 2.
(1) B#FIN. TXT, (2) YEFIN. ZNF.
In [25] , the notion of monotonic language learning has been introduced. In fact, the concept considered here has been called "strong monotonocity" in [25] . We found it worth to tune our notions and notations to those of mathematical logics, where monotonic and weakly monotonic (cumulative) inference operators are known. Consequently, we will prefer the following definition in the sequel: An inductive inference machine M works monotonically on a text t, if L(Gjx) E L(G,+,), for any two consecutive hypotheses j, and j X+l generated by M. The corresponding approach to learning pattern languages has been introduced in [lo] .
Definition 3. Let 9 be a class of pattern languages, i.e. 9 c 9, and let %=(Gj)j,N be a space of hypotheses. $EMON. TXT ifs there is an IIM M such that for all PEA! and for all t~Text(&?(p)) (resp. for all t~Inf (Lf(p) )) there exists some index jeN:
(1) VxeN: M(t,) is defined;
(2) VxeN: L(G,v(,~,) E UGW,+ I));
(3) lim,,, M(t,)=j;
(4) y(P)=L(Gj).
In [17] , it is shown that, in general, the inclusion problem for pattern languages is undecidable. Monotonic language learning was also characterized by Kapur [18] . Exploiting the characterization theorem for monotonic language learning (cf.
[24]) one obtains the following result (cf. [34] ).
Theorem 3. Assume any space of hypotheses '9 with L(9) = {L(GJ) 1 jerk>. Then there does not exist any IIM M such that B c MON. TXT(M).
On the other hand, in order to design pattern inference algorithms, an appropriate choice of the space of hypotheses non-trivially exceeding the expressive power of patterns is necessary. The following result is due to [25] .
Theorem 4. There is some space of hypotheses Q with L(9) c {L(Gj) 1 jEfV) such that there exists an IIM M satisfying B E MON. TXT(M).

Case-based representation of pattern languages
If some algorithm is expected to learn any member of some class of objects in a case-based manner by processing information about particular target objects to come up with some finite case-base and some similarity measure describing the particular target object, this obviously assumes some interpretation of pairs built from case-bases and similarity functions in terms of the objects under consideration. Formally speaking, one needs some well-defined semantics. In general, there is no universally accepted semantics. In a particular setting, Jantke [11] has introduced three somewhat different semantics. Similarly, the reader will find below two slightly different approaches used in this paper. It is especially surprising that a remarkable number of papers do not make the chosen semantics explicit. But for a formally correct treatment, some precise semantics must be chosen. The reader may check our theorems and their proofs below, in this regard.
Semantics
Recall that A is a finite, non-empty alphabet. If formal languages are the domain of interest, the cases are simply labelled words indicating whether or not some word provided belongs to the language to be represented or even to be learnt. For labelling words, we choose 0 and 1 meaning no and yes, respectively. Certain papers in the area of case-based reasoning provide a rough concept of semantics as follows (cf. for example [l, 21) . Given a finite case-base CB and some similarity measure c, a word w is classified according to the following procedure: Search CB for some labelled word (0, d) for which rr(u, w) is maximal. Return d to classify w. There may obviously arise some ambiguity, if there are conflicting classifications by cases (ul, 0) and (u,, 1) where both ur and a2 are of maximal similarity to w. There are several ways to resolve these conflicts. Two of these ways are chosen for the formal semantics introduced in the sequel. The first approach is called standard and assumes implicitly that there is no proper conflict. If there is any similar candidate in the case-base, this is considered as sufficient information for including some word into the language specified. The second approach considers all other examples as competing for classifying words. The existence of some most similar case is explicitly required. Formal semantic concepts in the area of case-based pattern representation and inference should specify how a casebase CB together with a similarity measure d define a languages denoted by 2'(CB, a). The standard approach and the competing approach will be denoted by ZJCB, a) and Y,(CB, c), respectively.
Any formal semantics has to be based on some similarity concept. Therefore, before specifying the intended semantics, we have to put some emphasis on similarity.
Similarity concepts
The majority of current publications in case-based reasoning consider cases as tuples over some chosen collection of attributes. For every attribute ai, there is some domain Dr of possible attribute values. Usually, Di is equipped with some metric 6i to describe the distance of any two attribute values. This allows the distance of two tuples t1 and t2 to be expressed by some HAMMING distance 6 as follows:
The values Wi are arbitrary non-negative coefficients. Usually, distances are transformed to describe similarities, There is a standard way which seems to be used in most approaches:
The richness of problems attacked with current case-based reasoning approaches bears abundant evidence for the need for more sophisticated similarity concepts. Jantke [12] is intended to be one step towards structural similarity concepts.
Throughout the present paper, we are not going to invoke structural approaches to similarity. But we are interested in more flexibility than provided by encoded HAM-MING distances. When a similarity measure is defined via a metric as shown above, certain properties of the similarity concept get inherited directly from the underlying distance measure. Symmetry is one such property. The learnability results derived below will exhibit the need to abandon symmetry of similarity concepts.
We next introduce the class of similarity concepts considered in this paper. We will avoid going beyond classical recursion theory. Although a deeper investigation of similarity concepts over certain domains of computable real numbers may provide some extra power, we will restrict our considerations to computable similarity measures which may be defined via standard recursive functions. Some readers may already consider this is a far too abstract and general approach for practical applications.
If s is any binary partial recursive function and k is any positive natural number, one may define a similarity measure over natural numbers by
where p denotes the minimum operator choosing the minimal element from its argument set. Thus, Q is effectively mapping into the interval [0, 11. We even do not require every similarity measure to be idempotent, i.e. to meet the condition a(x, x) = 1 for all arguments x. This is motivated by some of the results below. Using a CANTOR enumeration c of all pairs of natural numbers as well as any acceptable numbering (p2 of all binary partial recursive functions,
yields an acceptable programming system of similarity measures. A more systematic study of these systems is considerably beyond the scope of this paper. For the classical recursion-theoretic background, one may consult e.g. [30] or [26] . We will deal with computable word functions taking words as inputs and generating natural numbers as outputs. C is chosen to denote the class of all total recursive similarity concepts specifiable as above. In particular, k = 1 will be sufficient for a couple of results derived in the sequel. Note that in case k= 1, the elements of C turn out to be recursive predicates.
Formal semantics
There may be other approaches to both the semantics of case bases as well as the similarity functions, but the two considered seem to be quite basic. Assume CBS/I+ x(0,1) and CJEC as introduced above. These approaches allow to interpret any given pair of a case base CB and a similarity measure cr as some classifier. This seems particularly reasonable in inductive learning where one usually does not know whether or not a given learning problem has been solved successfully. Therefore, one wishes to consider each intermediate hypothesis as possibly being the final one.
Both semantics coincide for pattern languages described by case bases with exactly one positive example. We will invoke this first lemma for shortening the proofs of some of our theorems below. In the lemma, 1 . . . 1 is used to denote the cardinality of case bases. The reader may easily recognize that the standard semantics is satisfying a monotonicity property. For a fixed similarity measure Q, _&(CB, a) turns out to be monotonous in CB for sets of positive cases. Obviously, this does not hold for the competing semantics. Because of the simplicity of the standard approach, we may restrict the class of similarity measures used to recursive predicates, if case bases are containing positive cases, only. There is a slightly stronger version which turns out to be technically quite useful:
Furthermore, one may ask whether or not some semantics behaves like a closure operator, i.e. besides satisfying monotonicity whether it also satisfies embedding and closedness. (These are the classical properties satisfied by usual deduction operators, for example.) Technically, this investigation needs some tuning of notations, as _$$,(X, a) and 9,(X, 0) are sets of words, whereas X is a (finite) subset of At x { 1, O}. This adaptation is straightforwardly made by attaching the label 1 to the words of the language considered. Interestingly, the embedding property is true for the standard semantics applied to idempotent similarity measures.
Lemma 4.
The proofs for Lemmas 2-4 are trivial consequences of the earlier definitions. It is also quite easy to see that the lemma above does not hold for the competing semantics. To prove this, one may choose any case base X containing exactly two positive cases (u, 1) and (u, 1). In case any similarity measure D satisfies (~(a, u)=G(u,u)= 1, both u and v are excluded from the target language _Y=(X,a). Hence, the implication is not valid under the competing semantics.
Although the competing semantics does not satisfy embedding and closedness, in general, it has the same expressive power as the standard semantics. To exclude contradictory presentation of information, we prefer the notation CB c rin(L x (l))u(Ex (0)) rather than CB c finA+ x { 1, 0). For non-contradictory case bases, there is an easy way to compare the two semantics.
The following lemma will be used immediately for proving the two subsequent lemmas.
Lemma 5.
Proof. This is another very simple proof. If CB contains exactly one positive case, our Lemma 1 yields the desired result. Otherwise, we may assume that CB contains exactly the positive cases (ui, l), . . . ,(u., 1). We may paraphrase CB as CMJ{(n1, l), *** ,(a,, l)>Y with CBe c A+ x (0). For i= 1, . . . ,n, CBi is inductively defined by CBi = CBI_ l u { (Uiy 1)). Initially, it holds that Every 9c(CBi, G) may be written as Sc(CBi, a) =((Yc(CBi_ i, o)\Lii)ULiz) with some disjoint languages Lii and Liz+ For any word w, if WELiz, then it must be the case that G(ui, w)>O. Of course, the converse need not hold. It can then easily be argued that every word w in Liz must be also in Y&C&o). To sum up, it holds lJi=l,,,,,nLi2 E T&(CB,o) . Therefore, the chain of languages ((9,(CBi-I,a) Furthermore, there is an effective universal transformation of u and CB into 0' and CB'.
Proof. Suppose 0 and CB are given. There may be conflicts in CB which prevent some words w~_fZ~, (CB,cr) from belonging to _Yc(CB,a). The idea is to change 0 to resolve those conflicts. We assume any computable total ordering < on A+.
Obviously, if 0 is total recursive, then (r' is also total recursive. For every word w which belongs to _!ZJCB,a), there is a representing case in CB (the first one w.r.t. =$) guaranteeing WE_Z (CB, a) , as there are no conflicting positive cases in CB under the competing semantics. This allows us to define CB' to be the same as CB. 0 Note that properties such as idempotence and symmetry may be lost in such a transformation. Proof. Suppose cr and CB are given. The standard semantics may tend to accept words which are rejected by the competing approach. One has to find a way to reject these words under the standard semantics as well. There are four distinguished cases.
Case 0: There is the formally possible but meaningless case of the empty language. Obviously, the empty case base would do.
Case 1: The language _.Yc (CB,a) considered is a singleton language {w}. The solution is trivial.
Case 2: The complement of Z',(CB,a) is finite. In this particular case, there is a trivial case base CB' for Zc (CB, a) and a corresponding trivial similarity measure 0' as follows: For one word WE_Y~(CB, (r), the case base CB' contains (w, 1). There is no other positive case in CB'. Furthermore, CB' contains cases (u, 0) for all u$-Yc(CB, 0). The related similarity measure 0' is specified trivially by the general requirement to meet a'(w,y)= 1, for all ~E~, (CB, 6) . Furthermore, 6' is assumed to be idempotent. It is obvious that 64,,(CB', a') contains all words but the finitely many exceptions listed in CB'.
Case 3: The complement of JZ'~(CB, 0) is infinite. In this case, the easy construction shown in the previous case does not suffice. There may be words in yS,(CB, a)\5?JCB, (r) which have to be excluded by some construction in the sequel. This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
Note that the construction to prove this lemma is not as uniform as the one for proving Lemma 6.
Under some chosen semantics, one can investigate the problem of learning target pattern languages by learning case bases and similarity measures describing them. The problem turns out to be posed improperly, if already the problem of representing certain languages under the assumed semantics is unsolvable. Therefore, we first consider representability.
Representability results
In the results listed below, the notation Y, refers to both the standard semantics and the competing semantics as introduced above. For the readers convenience, every theorem will be paraphrased (in italics), first.
Under both semantics, there is no universal similarity measure r~ which allows us to represent euery pattern language by ajinite number of its elements considered as positive cases.
Theorem 5.
Proof. This proof is very easy. The key problem is that singleton languages generated by variable-free patterns contain only a single positive case: the pattern itself. Assume any such p~9r-1 A+. Necessarily, the case base CB c fi"LZ'(p) x {l} is {(p, l)}. This implies that the similarity measure is constrained to satisfy a(p,x)= 1, p=x, 0, otherwise.
As this has to be valid for each variable-free pattern, i.e. each non-empty word over A, there is a unique similarity measure able to characterize all singleton measures: the recursive predicate testing equality over A\(E) . But this does not permit the definition of infinite languages under either semantics. This completes the proof. 0
In contrast, if one no longer requires a case base to contain only words of the language to be described, every pattern language is representable. Naturally, this generalization is meaningless from the viewpoint of case-based reasoning.
The proof of Theorem 5 before exhibited the variable-free patterns to be the main obstacles for representability. As these objects are quite useless for generating pattern languages of an interesting structure, it seems reasonable to restrict the investigations to patterns containing at least one variable. This is done by introducing the class 88 Of the so-called proper PatternS. 99 =,&f P\A+. For the proper patterns, there is a universal methodology for representing arbitrary pattern languages.
For technical reasons, we introduce the following notations. Let v : N -88 denote any computable and injective mapping. Frequently, v(j) is denoted by pj. Without loss of generality, suppose that v(O)=x. Furthermore, w(g,e), w(e,t), w(t,o), w(o,J), . . . denotes any effective repetition-free enumeration of all non-empty strings over A satisfying
(1) for all j, kel+J, W(j,k)Ey(Pj),
(2) there are computable functions dr, d2, such that d,(w<j,k>)=j and dz(w<j,k>)=k for all W(j,k).
Since membership is uniformly decidable in 9(&Y) and every language in %'(9V') is an infinite one, the corresponding enumeration as well as the functions dl and d2 are computable. For convenience, the reader should imagine all words arranged in a two-dimensional schema where all w (,&) (for fixed j) for the jth column growing downwards. Later on, we will build blocks within columns. For each proper pattern language Z(pj), the singleton case base { (w<~,o>, 1)) suffices to determine this language under standard semantics. This is obvious from the definitions above. By Lemma 1, the same case base will do under competing semantics. 0
The proof above is based on certain suspicious encoding tricks. Therefore, one may try to admit only symmetric similarity measures which would not allow encodings such as those invoked in this proof. But it turns out that symmetry does not help at all. This is one of the results we consider to be of general interest, It exhibits that certain assumptions which are widely accepted and used by a considerable number of authors, in fact, are serious restrictions. This applies to defining similarities via distance metrics, for example.
Under standard semantics, there is no universal symmetric similarity measure CJ which allows us to represent every proper pattern language by a Jinite number of its words considered as positive cases.
Theorem 7.
13oEC[o symmetricAVp&W'3CBcri,A?(p)X{1}[Y(p)=~S,(CB,a)]].
Proof. Suppose a symmetric similarity measure D allows the specification of every proper pattern language by some finite base of positive cases. Also the full language A+ over A is a proper pattern language. Thus, there must exist a finite case base C&={(u1,I),..., (u., l)} with 2~,(CB1,a)=A+, i.e. for every word UEA+ there is at least on of the representatives in the case base satisfying a(ai, u) >O. Let l=maxi=1,..,,,{IuiI} d enote the maximal length of a sample word in this case base. We consider any case base for an arbitrary proper pattern p longer than 1. By assumption, there is some finite case base CB2 for Y(p), i.e. dp( p) = 2$(CB,, CJ). We choose any case (u, ~)ECB~. Because UEA+, at least one case (Ui, 1) in CBi satisfies a(ui, u) >O. Because of symmetry, it holds that o(u, ui)>O. And this implies
uiEZ~~(CBz,o)=Y(p).
Recall that the language Y(p) cannot contain any word shorter than p. This exhibits the contradiction. 0
To sum up in investigating the representability of pattern languages in a case-based manner using positive cases, only, one should restrict the considerations to only proper patterns, and, under standard semantics, one should give up the hope for symmetric similarity measures. Under these assumptions, the results about representability set the stage for learnability investigations.
The situation is slightly different, if we are allowed to use positive and negative cases within the case base.
Under standard semantics as well as under competing semantics, there is a universal similarity measure a allowing us to represent every pattern language by ajinite case base CB of both examples and counter-examples considered as positive and negative cases, respectively.
Theorem 8.
Proof.
We are going to construct a similarity measure c satisfying the desired condition for the standard semantics (by Lemma 1, it generalizes to the competing semantics):
For every j, keN, the similarity measure (T is defined Note that the similarity measure constructed is {0, 1}-valued, only. Although this is deemed not to be very expressive, the necessary case bases are extremely simple. Every case base contains either exactly one positive or exactly one positive and one negative case. 0
It is still open whether or not Theorem 8 is valid, if it is required that the similarity measure cr is symmetric.
Case-based learning of pattern languages
There is the basic decision whether or not to consider counter-examples in the course of learning pattern languages. This is known to be the distinction between text and informant according to [6] . The first definition of this section provides a direct formalization.
Learning scenario
The following definitions are intended to characterize inductive inference of pattern languages in a case-based manner as motivated and introduced above.
As our first results above illustrated the applicability of certain undesirable encoding tricks, and as other results (cf. [l 11) exhibit the possibility of encoding knowledge into similarity measures, we are initially interested in the problem of learning given a priori fixed similarity measures. There is no restriction on the type of similarity concepts assumed.
First, one needs to characterize admissible specifications of pattern languages. Every specification to be processed has to be finite. As finite samples may be insufficiently complete, one needs to consider the behaviour of learning devices on growing information sequences. This motivates the limiting concepts that follow.
Learnability is based on the technical concepts defined earlier. The reader may consult similar approaches in several related publications (cf. [4, 20] for an overview, [8] for an easy introduction and [l l] for case-based approaches). The following two concepts are both distinguished by the type of admissible information (similar to Definition 1) and the underlying semantics. In it is formalized the idea of collecting cases in a computable manner.
Definition 5. Let 9 be a class of pattern languages, i.e. 9 c 8. ~!ES-CBL . TXT (resp. _~EC -CBL. TXT) iflthere is an IIM S and a similarity measure ~EC such that for all p~9 and for all t~Text (Y(p) ) there exists some CB: (1) VXEN: S(t,)(=CB,) is defined; (2) VX~E~ :~~CB~~((S~,~)}ACB,~CB,+~~CB,U{(~,+~,~)};  (3) lim,, a, S(t,) = CB; 6P,(CB, 0) ).
(4) -Y(P)= =%(CB, 0) (rev. Z(P) =
In these definitions, the prefixes S -and C -are used to indicate the corresponding underlying semantics. The notations are similar to those in a large variety of related publications. Ref. [13] is an early paper introducing and using similar notations of identification types. The reference to the type of admissible information is expressed by the extensions, i.e. .TXT or .INF.
If we consider case-based learning from informant, a learning algorithm may collect positive as well as negative cases within a case base. Definition 6. Let _9 be a class of pattern languages, i.e. 9 E 9.9 E S -CBL. INF (resp. _$?EC-CBL. ZNF) ifthere is an IIM S and a similarity measure ~EC such that for all p~_$! and for all i~Znf(U(p)) there exists some CB:
(1) VXEN: S(i,)(=CB,) is defined; (2) VX~N:~~CB,~{(S~,~~)}ACB,ECB,+~~CB,U{(~,+~,~,+~)}; (3) lim,,, S(i,)= CB;
(4) Y(P) = YJCB, 0) (resp. Y(P) = YJCB, a)).
Under these formalizations, we are going to investigate case-based learnability of pattern languages.
Learnability results
The following results encompass the possibilities of case-based learning of pattern languages. Again, every theorem will be paraphrased for the readers convenience. The following result contains the general positive answer concerning the learnability of pattern languages from text.
For more readable proofs below, it seems appropriate to separate each case base into two subsets containing exclusively positive or negative cases, respectively. For any given case base CB, these subbases are denoted by CB' and CBsatisfying CB=(CB+ x (l})u(CB-x (0)). A s a consequence, the notation for a language defined by some case base CB=(CB'
x { l})u(CB-x (0)) and some similarity measure cr under standard semantics, for instance, can now be written as _% 'JCB+, CB-, CJ) . class of proper pattern languages, there are universal case-based learning   algorithms based on text under standard semantics. Theorem 9.
For the
&YES-CBL. TXT.
Proof. For this proof, we adopt a monotonic inductive inference algorithm for learning pattern languages from text which has been developed in [25] . We will call it M, in the sequel. More precisely, M will be used as a subroutine of our case-based learning algorithm. The key idea reflected by our construction below is to extend the space of admissible hypotheses such that it contains all finite intersections of proper pattern languages. As 89 is effectively enumerable, so are all the finite non-empty subsets of BP. By 9 we denote the collection of all finite non-empty sets of proper patterns effectively enumerated as qo, ql, q2, . . . Every q&S! represents some language y(4)= n,,,=w+ Furthermore, we assume any effective enumeration of non-empty words WO,Wl,W2, ... over the underlying alphabet. For simplicity, this enumeration may be assumed to be bijective. Consequently, for each word weA+, there is some uniquely defined index #(w) w.r.t. the given enumeration. By diagonalization, one may construct a two-dimensional enumeration uniquely assigning each word wk to some qj with WkE~(qj) such that for every qj, where I is infinite, there are infinitely many words wk assigned to qj. Instead of dealing with this enumeration directly, we transform it into an effectively computable mapping r over PU such that it holds: kEN(r(k)=j) ). This mapping r is called a representation function and each word wk is understood to represent the proper pattern resp. the finite intersection of proper patterns &(k). For every proper pattern, there are infinitely many representing words.
An appropriate similarity measure is defined by a(u, v) = 1, V~-mL(,(u))), 0, otherwise.
These technicalities suffice for simulating the monotonic inductive inference algorithm M of [25] by another learning strategy S in a case-based manner under standard semantics. Note that M works w.r.t. the space of hypotheses 9.
Assume any proper pattern language Z(p) (where Y(p)= Y(4j), for some j~lV) presented by any of its texts t~Text (Y(p) ).
Recall that the initial segment t, of some text t abbreviates a sequence of positive cases (sc, l), . . . , (s,, 1). Also recall that S(t,) is the collection of positive cases put into CB+ up to and including step x. For readability, we assume two abbreviations: If S(t,) is any recent hypothesis, m (S(t,) ) is the maximal index of words in S(t,) with respect to the assumed enumeration, i.e. m=max(k 1 w&3@,)}. In a long formulae, we abbreviate this as m(_).
The learning strategy we are going to design works as follows, where S is exclusively modifying CB ', as we are faced with processing texts only.
Initially, the case base is empty, i.e. CB$ =0. otherwise.
The first case reflects keeping a hypothesis as M does so. The second case copies the change of hypotheses as performed by M, if the case presented recently is suitable. The third case means just waiting for an appropriate word to change the last hypothesis according to the second case. Finally, we briefly discuss the correctness of the simulation above. For the invoked algorithm, the reader is directed to [25] .
Cases are collected in CB+ with growing indices w.r.t. the underlying enumeration. Thus, for a large enough x, the word with the index m(S(t,)) in S(t,) reflects the final guess performed by M. Because M behaves monotonically, the language corresponding to its guess at any stage includes the language corresponding to any of its previous guesses. There is no need to care about hypotheses generated earlier. The simulating strategy S may skip some of the hypotheses generated by M because it is waiting for a word with a sufficiently large index. However, there is a final guess qi with LZ(p)=9(4j)E9 (99) that M outputs. For this proper pattern language, there are infinitely many representing words wk with WkEY(4j) and r(k)=j. Therefore, one of these words wk must have an index # (wk) exceeding the maximal index m( _) of words representing the previous hypotheses. The first such word in the input will be put into the ultimate case base according to the second case in the definition above. This hypothesis will never be changed again. Thus, S stabilizes on a correct case base. This completes the proof. 0
It may be interesting to compare the behaviour of the monotonic strategy M and its case-based simulation S for particular languages and texts. For the approach developed in [25] , it is essential to extend the space of hypotheses by finite intersections of patterns. Interestingly, mainly those auxiliary hypotheses may be skipped by the case-based strategy S, if not enough cases representing them are provided in time.
For the class of proper pattern languages, there are universal case-based learning algorithms based on text under competing semantics.
Theorem 10.
SWEC-CBL.TXT,
Proof. Recall the technical concepts introduced before (cf. Section 3.2) . At the beginning, we define the underlying similarity measure.
otherwise.
Here, every three subsequent words in a column are grouped together. In the jth column, words in the higher blocks are of a greater similarity to members of ? Z(pj) then words belonging to the lower blocks. Let M denote any IIM which infers every pattern language in Z(B) from positive data w.r.t. the space of hypotheses 9. Furthermore, assume that M outputs a hypothesis in each step. Subsequently, M will be used as a subprocedure for the learning algorithm S.
Before defining the corresponding algorithm in detail, let us explain the underlying idea of our proof. Within the definition of S we distinguish two different stages. Let CB: denote the actual case base. In stage one, S tries to find a positive example sY (for some y > x) which is able to represent M's actual hypothesis p, i.e. M(t,) = p as well as
~({~y},'b.)==U~).
Th e new case base CB> contains sY as well as all strings in CB: from before. As long as M repeats the hypothesis p, S will neither leave stage one nor extend the actual case base. If M changes its mind, Swill leave stage one and behave as follows. S adds the next two positive examples, say w and ti', to the actual case base which paralyses all strings represented by CBZ, i.e. JZ~ (CBT u {w, ti}, 8, a) 
642)
If CTRO = 0, then execute instruction (A2). If CTR,, = 3, goto (A3 1 u {sx} and CTR,, = CTR,, -1 . Otherwise, set CBJ = CBz_ 1 ."
Obviously, every instruction defined above can be effectively accomplished. Hence, S is indeed a case-based learning algorithm.
Before verifying the correctness of S, we introduce the following technical concepts. For every XEN, let u, denote the unique string in CB: satisfying d,(u,)= max{d,(w) 1 WECB: A &(w)=Omod 3). Furthermore, let CTRX, denote the number stored on counter CTR,, after S has processed t,.
We start with the following claims.
Claim 1. For every XE N, CTR", < 3 implies CTRyO = 3 for some y > x.
Since t is a text for an infinite language, Claim 1 follows directly from the definition of the similarity measure o.
K.P. Jantke, S. Lange / Theoretical Computer Science I37 (1995) 25-51
Because of Claim 1, there is some y> x such that CTRyO= 3. Furthermore, since M(t,) = p, by applying the same argumentation as in Case 1 above, the correctness of S can easily be shown. 0
The proof exhibits the importance of the underlying semantics quite well, though standard and competing semantics seem to be very closely related. For the learning problem considered, 0, l-valued similarity measures are sufficient under standard semantics. To achieve the same learnability result under competing semantics, we have had to use a similarity measure taking infinitely many different values. Also the learning strategy is more complex under competing semantics than under standard semantics. The latter one can take any case representing the pattern language _Y'(pJ currently guessed, whereas a strategy under competing semantics has to wait for a sufficiently high-ranking case (WC,,+, 1) (expressed by V(w(l,,,>, ~)ECB,_ 1 (m < k)). Both similarity measures constructed are nonsymmetric.
There is another interesting phenomenon. The learning devices S in the last two theorems are defined by means of an inductive inference machine M. M is able to learn all pattern languages from arbitrary texts, whereas both S,, and S, are restricted to proper pattern languages. This is due to the limitations of representability investigated in Section 3.2.
Furthermore, there is another interesting phenomenon: consistency. A learning method is called consistent if all its hypotheses reflect the information they have been built upon. Here, we cannot go into details of research about this basic phenomenon of learning. In this respect, the interested reader may consult the recent publication [33] . A large number of related fundamental results about consistency in inductive learning may be found in [13] . Here, we want to point to one fact, only: both learning devices in the last two theorems do not work consistently, in general.
Some of the remarks above may suggest standard semantics should be preferred. But there are other arguments to favour competing semantics. One is that competing semantics allows the simulation of forgetting. This will be exploited to prove our final theorem below.
Prior to the theorem, we give an immediate corollary of the theorem above about learnability from informant. The additional strength of counter-examples is exploited to extend the learnability result to all pattern languages.
Under competing semantics, the whole class of pattern languages is case-based learnable from positive and negative examples.
Theorem 11.
BEC-CBL.INF.
Proof. Again, recall the technical concepts introduced before (cf. Section 3.2). We use the same similarity measure as in the proof of Theorem 10. In order to define the desired case-based learning algorithm we use the following result. Lange and Zeugmann [25] have shown that _Y(B)EFZN. ZNF. Let M denote any IIM which finitely infers every pattern language in 9'(Y) from positive and negative data w.r.t. the space of hypotheses 8. Subsequently, M will be used as a subprocedure for the target learning algorithm S. Before going into details, we will briefly describe the main idea underlying our proof. Since S has to learn all singleton languages, the first string w which is presented and which belongs to the target language L has to be put into the case base. After that, one starts the IIM M which finitely infers every pattern language on informant. Afterwards, in accordance with the output of the learning device M, the case base has to be revised. Assume the IIM M has constructed its only (and, therefore, correct) hypothesis p. If p = w, then one negative example will be added in order to discriminate all strings u with u # w. Otherwise, two additional positive examples will be added to the former singleton case base such that _!YJCB+,8,cr)=CB+ holds. Thus, w is paralysed. Finally, one new positive example ~9 has to be added with ~ ({~),~,~=-WP) . D ue to the definition of 0, we can choose ti, such that a(ti,u)>rr(K~,u) for all GECB+ and oeA+.
We are now ready to define the target learning strategy S . Let LET(B) , ieZnf(L) and XEN. S(i,)="If x =0 or CBz_ I =8, execute instruction (Al). Otherwise, goto (A2).
(Al)
042)
If a pair (sX, 1) is presented, then set CB: = {sx}, CB; =O and CT& =d,(s,). Otherwise, set CB: =8 and CB; =8. Simulate M's behaviour when successively fed i,. If M outputs a hypothesis p (i.e. M(i,)=p for some y<x), then determine the minimal kreN such that 3k > d,(w) for all w$. Set CTRl = k. Furthermore, distinguish the following cases. If PEA+, then execute (A3). Otherwise, goto (A4).
(A3) If CB;_ I #@, then set CB: =CB,'_ 1 as well as CB; = CB;-1. Otherwise, execute (al In case it is, set CB:=CBz_l as well as CB;={sx}. Otherwise, set CB: = CB,'_ 1 as well as CB; = CB;_ 1. (A4) Determine n = v-'(p). If card(CB& 1) = 4 Obviously, every instruction can be effectively accomplished. Furthermore, it is easy to verify that S converges on informant i, because only a fixed number of cases will be collected within the case base. In order to verify the correctness of the above case-based learning algorithm, we distinguish the following cases.
Case 1: card(L) = 1 Hence, L={w} for some WEA+. Since ielnf(L), there is an XEN such that (sX, d,)=(w, 1) and, therefore, CB: = {w} (cf. instruction (Al)). Since M finitely infers L on informant i there is a y > x such that M(i,) = w. Since WEA+, S behaves in every subsequent step accordingly to instruction (A3). Let w = W(j,k). Since ~=A+\{w}=~(x)\(w} and i; IS a finite set, there exists a least z >y such that (sZJZ)=(W(o,+ ) 0 for some m > k. Hence, S generates the final case bases CB+ = {w} and CB-= {sz} (cf. instruction (A3)).
It remains to show that YJCB+, CB-, (T) = {w}. Since m > k and w # sZ, we obtain (T(s~,u)> (T(w,u) for all o~A+\{w). H ence, _Yc(CB+, CB-, 0. ) E {w}. Additionally, rr(w, w)= 1 and rr(sZ, w)< 1 implies Zc (CB', CB-,o) 
Case 2: curd(L) # 1 Hence, L=Y(p) for some p~B9. Furthermore, L is infinite. Since i+zZnf(L), there is a least XEN such that (sx,d,)=(u,,, 1) and, therefore, CB: ={u,,} for some u,,~_Y(p) (cf. instruction (Al)). Since M finitely infers L on informant i there is a y > x such that M(i,) =p. Assume that n = v-'(p). Let kE N be the least index such that 3k > d,(w) for all WE&?. Since L is infinite and i is an informant for L, there is aleastz>ysuchthat uI,uzEi:\i,? whereasd1(u1)=dl(u1)=naswellasd,(u1)=3k+1
and dz(uZ)= 3k+2. Due to the case (a2) in instruction (A5), we may conclude that CB: = {II,,, ul, uz} and CB; = 8. Afterwards, S is waiting for the next positive example, say us, satisfying dI (Q) = n, d2(u3) = 3m for some m > k. Since L is infinite, such a string appears and S forms the final case bases CB+ = CB,' u {u3} and CB-=8.
It remains to show that L$(CB+,CB-,0)=9(p).
Since a(~,, w)=e(~, w)>(T(u,,, w) for all WEA+\(Q,, ulr u,>, we obtain 2",(CB:, CB;, o) E CB:. Furthermore, it holds ~(bGbJ)=~(P)~ since d,(u3)=n and d,(ug)=3m. Finally, 1 >~(u~,w)>G(u~, w) for all weLF (p)\{ u,,, ul, u2 , 03} implies together with a(ui, Vi) = 1 for all i = 0, . . . ,3 that cYJCB+,CB-,a)=LZ(p).
Hence, the proof of the above theorem is complete. 17
At first glance, the proof above may look a little cumbersome. However, its basic idea should be clear: When two cases, which behave completely identical with respect to some underlying similarity measure, are put into some case base, they paralyse each other under the competing semantics. Together with the standard idea of representing patterns via appropriate enumerations, this allows the simulation of any pattern inference algorithm in a case-based manner. This may be understood as a normal form result similar to the results in [9, lo] in the area of recursion-theoretic inductive inference.
Until now, it is still open whether a similar result can be achieved under standard semantics as well.
Conclusions
There are a considerable number of related problems and further questions. Here, we are going to mention only some of them. l What could be other semantics of interest? The two semantics introduced are different, in some sense, but they are of the same expressiveness. Does there exist a lattice of some reasonable semantics naturally ordered? l Some proofs of our results above invoke tricky constructions of similarity measures which contradict human intuition, i.e. they do not express any syntactical relation humans would call similarity. Do there exist abstract properties characterizing reasonable classes of similarity measures? l Case-based learnability is basically characterized by collecting suitable cases. In more advanced approaches, learning of similarity measures is considered as well.
How does the power of basic resp. advanced approaches relate to the underlying semantics? l Learnability of similarity concepts is known to be crucial. How can the above results be extended to learning of similarity measures without allowing undesired encoding tricks? l How does certain semantics interact with learning similarity concepts? Are there certain semantics particularly useful when learning similarity? l Case-based learning from positive data under the standard semantics is monotonic.
Are there other considerably different semantics implying certain monotonicity effects in case-based learning? How does this relate to the rich area of results in monotonic and non-monotonic language learning? l What about the impact of other natural properties in inductive inference like consistency, e.g.? There is a huge amount of knowledge about the relation of several such properties. How do they depend on the chosen semantics? A version of this paper (cf. [15] ) focussed on learnability problems has been presented at ALT '93, the 4th International Workshop on Algorithmic Learning Theory in Tokyo, Japan, November 1993. Another version (cf. [16] ) in which greater emphasis is laid on representability issues and questions more closely related to traditional case-based reasoning has been presented at EWCBR '93, the 1st European Workshop on Case-Based Reasoning, Otzenhausen, Germany, November 1993. 
